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Spin-glass properties of metallic nanoparticles conducted by quantum size effects
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Diamagnetic silver reveals spin-glass properties as the material is dispersed into nanoparticles embedded in
dielectric media. Significant shifts of the transition temperatureTSG toward high temperatures with the filling
factor are observed during the zero-field-cooling process for the magnetic susceptibilityx(T) measurement.
The diffused quantum-sphere model is exploited to calculate the susceptibility of nanoparticles containing even
or odd numbers of electrons in terms of particle sizes, which manifests a paramagnetic Curie-like characteristic
as the temperature rises aboveTSG. The partition function evaluated by the spin-glass magnetic-dipole inter-
action conducted by quantum size effects can successfully address the experimental data with good quantitative
agreement.@S0163-1829~99!08601-4#
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Recently, many scientists1–12 have devoted their efforts to
the study of electronic properties of metallic nanoparticl
expecting to obtain a right perspective to the essential
tures of low-dimensional quantum confined electronic s
tems. The exotic characteristics of metallic nanoparticles
manifested by their optical,1–5 electrical,6–8 and magnetic9–12

properties. Concerning the magnetic susceptibility, the d
vation of partition function for a given electronic syste
from the thermodynamic approach is inevitable. The fun
mental result in Kubo’s model13 indicates that the suscept
bility depends on the selected ensemble under considera
of metallic particles containing either ‘‘odd’’ or ‘‘even’’
numbers of electrons.14–16

In spite of the many years of study of the physical pro
erties of one single small metallic particle, the physics em
nated from the interaction between particles remains
glected even in the recent literature.6–8,12 The crucial factor
that determines the interaction of particles in the filling fac
f ~or the concentrationc!, which is defined as the volum
ratio of the total metallic particles to the volume of th
samples.8 In the detection of optical absorption, a filling fac
tor below 0.001 is used to suppress the multiscattering
interaction between adjacent particles. The measureme
Bloch-Grüneissen-type electrical conductivity can b
expected6,7 if the filling factor is increased. A considerab
extent of aggregation resulting from the large value of
filling factor gives rise to anomalous breaks in the resistan
temperature curves.6,7 The Kondo spin-flip scattering of con
duction electrons by metallic nanoparticle behaving sim
to local spins8 is tacitly assumed to explain the break arou
the critical transition temperatureTk . In the magnetic sus
ceptibility x(T) measurement, an exotic cusp is al
observed8,12 at the phase transition temperatureTSG.The
commensurable transition temperatures in the magn
property encourages us to propose a long-range spin-g
like interaction between metallic nanoparticles.

The spin-glass system is a collection of random orien
tions of local spins which are frozen at low temperatur
The widely studied spin-glass system17–19 is composed of
dilute solutions of magnetic transition metal impurities d
tributed in nobel metal hosts. The interactions between th
randomly distributed impurities usually exhibits
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! oscillation.17–19
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~1!/69~4!/$15.00
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The x(T) curves exhibit marked cusps at the temperat
which defines the frozen temperatureTf(TSG), suggesting a
second-order phase transition between a disordered para
netic state and a frozen spin-glass state characterized b
distinguished curves between the ‘‘zero-field-cooling’’ a
‘‘field-cooling’’ processes as shown in Fig. 1. Thex(T)
curve in Fig. 1 is obtained from the experimental dat12

which has been substrated by the Curie-type contribution
the background signal which is due to the impurity in t
SiO2 substrate. According the the model of broken ergodic
and replica symmetry breaking, the local susceptibility of t
spin glass is given by19

x~T!5bF12E
0

1

q~x!dxG , ~1!

where b5kT and q is the mean-square value of the loc
magnetization over the distribution, which satisfies a se
consistent equation at equilibrium such as

uuu2xq~x!2E
x

1

q~y!dy1q2~x!50, ~2!

where u5(T2Tf)/Tf .It can be shown that*0
1qxdx;uuu

1uuu22uuu31O(uuu4) for T nearTf .

FIG. 1. The plot ofx(T) as functions of temperatures for silver nan
particles withR̄546.8 Å, f 50.00598, ands51.30, wheres is the width of
the log-normal distribution. The points are the experimental data, and
solid curve is fitted withTf554.1 K,TC545.0 K, andb50.38. The dashed
curve belowTf indicates Curie-Weiss behavior extended from the rangT
>Tf .
69 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. The magnetic susceptibili
ties for metallic particles with ‘‘odd’’
and ‘‘even’’ numbers of electrons. The
curves are calculated from the QSM
which are normalized to the Pauli spi
susceptibility. The inset is the ex
panded view below 10 K.
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For the magnetic susceptibility detection of small meta
particles as shown in Fig. 1, the Curie-type behavior ab
Tf is attributed to the paramagnetic alignment of the r
domly oriented local spins for particles with an odd numb
of electrons with values which are compatible with the p
diction of Kubo’s theory.13 At temperatures belowTf , the
dipolar interaction between local spins overwhelms the pa
magnetic term, resulting in a similar RKKY-type17–19 oscil-
lation. Therefore, the critical temperatureTf ensuing the
commensurability between paramagnetic and spin-g
states is observed in this work.8,12

This work appraised the magnetic susceptibility of sm
metallic particles within the temperature range of two d
tinct magnetic phases. The variation of the critical transit
temperatureTf is examined and found to be related to t
filling factor f. This evidence is verified by the theory of th
quantum-sphere model~QSM!4 in conjunction with the
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick~S-K! model.20

The magnetic susceptibilityx can be evaluated from th
partition functionZ and the allowed transitions between ele
tronic levels«m . The grand canonical partition function ca
be obtained by implementing the formula given by Kubo13

Z~H,T!5
1

2p i R dz

z
zr )

m50,s561

p21

3F11S 1

zDesze2bhm8 G)
k5p

`

@11zesze2bhk#, ~3!

where the energy levels«m’s are ordered with«1<«2<«3
(¯ , «p is the uppermost occupied level atT50. The
ground state energy isE052(m51

p «m2r«p , wherer 50 for
an even number of electrons andr 51 for an odd number of

electrons,hm8 5«p2«p21 , hk5«p1k2«p , j5( 1
2 )bgmBH,

H is the applied magnetic field,b is equal to (kBT)21, g is
the Lande´ g factor, mB is the Bohr magneton, andz is a
dummy variable in the integral. For simplification, mo
works13–16 implemented the assumption by taking differe
ensembles of states with equal level spacing. Conseque
one has«n5nd, for n50,1,2, . . . , andd is the spacing of
each energy levelhn . The partition function under this sim
plified configuration can be rewritten in the form13–16
t
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Zeven~H,T!5F112(
n50

`

e2bd~n11!2
cosh@2~n11!z#GZB

2,

~4!

Zodd~H,T!5F2(
n50

`

e2bdn~n11! cosh@~2n11!j#GZB
2, ~5!

with

ZB5 )
n51

`

@12e2bdn#21, ~6!

whereZB is the canonical partition function for spinless fe
mions and the subscripts even and odd denote the even
odd number of electrons which are confined inside sm
metallic particles.

To yield a correct solution of the eigenenergies«m , the
diffused quantum-sphere-model4,21 in which the total poten-
tial VT(r ) ~Ref. 22! is evaluated by a self-consistent proce
consisting of the electrostatic and the exchange-correla
parts is implemented to solve the wave equations.22 Accord-
ingly, the eigenenergies«m’s for a diffused surface were nu
merically simulated for both the filled and empty states.21

The magnetic susceptibilityx is given by

x5b21
]2

]H2
ln Z, ~7!

where b5(kBT)21and Z is the grand canonical partition
function. With the values of the partition functionZ and the
spectrum«m , the magnetic susceptibility can be numerica
simulated as sketched in Fig. 2. The magnetic property of
system for an odd number of electrons leads to Curie-
behavior, while the even case yields an exponentially atte
ated value. A paramagnetic background with Curie-We
behavior always coexists for the pure glass substrate ari
from dangling bounds or defects in the SiO2 glass prepared
by the sol-gel method.8,12

Another aspect for the correlation between individual m
tallic particles may possibly arise from the existence of
dipolar interaction. Unlike the interaction due to the agg
gation and thermal tunneling in the electrical property, t
magnetic dipolar interaction ubiquitously persists for
longer range than those in the electrical conduction.8 The
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FIG. 3. Theg shift (dg) for silver
particles as a function of the radius i
the diffuse QSM. The inset shows th
EPR spectrum for silver particles em
bedded in glass with a mean sizeR̄
552.3 Å. The dg5measured g,
2.0023. The three points are related
dg50.00320 for R̄552 Å, dg

50.00298 for R̄555 Å, and dg

50.00342 forR̄551 Å, respectively.
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relation23 between the filling factorf and the distance be
tween magnetic ionsRi j is f }1/Ri j

3 .It is known from the
thermodynamics that23

f 5A~D/Ji j !
2 exp~2D/2uJi j u!, ~8!

whereA is a constant,Ji j is the exchange integral betwee
two local spins, andD is the typical conduction electro
band widths range from 103 to 1043kB . It is evident that the
filling factor increases as the exchange integral is increa
We can trickily assume thatf }Ti j . On the other hand, the
SK model reconciled with the random energy approximat
can express the critical temperature as18–20 Tf}Ji j .

Because the spin-glass state has also been found in
netic insulator and amorphous alloys, in which the dep
dence of the interactions on the separation of magnetic
ments is entirely different from that for dilute magnet
impurities in nobel metal hosts. We can sophisticatedly p
sume that the metallic nanoparticles follow the more ac
rate relationship asTf} f which can be justified in this ex
perimental work.

The spin system of the metallic particles can be elucida
more fully by the experiments of electron spin resonanc
For bulk metals due to the strong spin-orbit interaction a
extremely narrow skin depth, only the conduction electr
spin resonance~CESR! signals can be observed in the fine
dispersed particles~;mm in size!. However, in the nanom
eter metallic particles, what we observed is not CESR e
though it is similar to the line shape of free radicals. Theg
shift as given by the average of the orbital angular mom
tum induced by the spin-orbit interaction at the top of t
Fermi distribution can be determined.24

The quantum sphere model disentangles the intric
problem and yields the unique solution25

dg~R!5dg~`!14 (
mÞn

u^cn↑uHSOucm↓&
2u

~Emn!
2

, ~9!

wheredg(`) is theg shift of bulk material,cn(r ,u,f) is the
one-electron wave function obtained in Ref. 4,HSO is the
Hamiltonian due to the spin-orbit interaction, andEmn is the
energy difference between them andn states. The positiveg
shift which is different than the negativeg shift for bulk
d.
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metals can be anticipated to be due to the diffuse of elect
density outside the quantum sphere. The smaller the na
particles, the more diffuse the electrons outside of the s
face. The lack of the electrons inside the sphere synaptica
introduces a hole contribution to theg shift making a larger
positiveg shift as the particles size is reduced. The positiveg
shift evaluated at different particles sizes under the diffu
QSM is calculated as shown in Fig. 3, which is consequen
in good agreement with the experimental values. Unfort
nately, the particle sizes prepared by the sol-gel method
difficult to control, resulting in closely packed data.

The detailed preparation of small metallic particles by th
sol-gel method was prescribed elsewhere.8,12 The existence
of Ag particles and the size distribution of various sampl
can be confirmed from the transmission electron microsco
~TEM! diffraction pattern and pictures as shown in Fig
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, respectively. The size distribution of

FIG. 4. ~a! The TEM diffraction pattern shows the Bragg reflection from
the Ag nanoparticles with two apparent rings for the^111& and^200& planes,
showing that silver particles embedded in glass retains their virgin crys
line structure;~b! and~c! are the TEM images displaying size distribution o
silver particles with concentrations of AgNO3 at 0.1 and 0.05 g, respec-
tively.
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particles follows a log-normal function8,12 which reveals the
maximum probability radiusR̄ in these samples with size
ranging from 3 to 6 nm.

The magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperat
was measured from 4.2 to 140 K by a Quantum Des
MPMS5 superconducting quantum interference device.
cusp illustrated in Fig. 1 suggests the possible presenc
spin-glass-like behavior with a long-range dipolar interact
between the random distribution of metallic local spins. F
ure 1 is simulated to yieldR̄546.8 Å, by implementing with
the Curie constantC51.8231025, the critical temperature
Tf554.1 K, the Curie temperatureTC545.0 K, and the criti-
cal exponentb50.38 for silver nanoparticles embedded

FIG. 5. The plot of magnetic susceptibilities versus temperatures
silver ~a!–~c! and gold~d! nanoparticles with~a! R̄552.3 Å, s51.30, f

50.00567, TC538.5 K, Tf546.2 K, and b50.38; ~b! R̄546.8 Å, s

51.30, f 50.00598,TC545.0 K,Tf554.1 K, andb50.38; ~c! R̄531.4 Å,
s51.28, f 50.00620,TC550.1 K, Tf560.3 K, andb50.42; and~d! R̄
530.1 Å, s51.29, f 50.00671,TC563.4 K, Tf576.0 K, andb50.42.
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SiO2 specified with a filling factor off 50.00598. The Curie-
type behavior, when the temperature is aboveTf , occurs due
to the paramagnetic property of small metallic particles.

A series of experimental curves with different values
normalized magnetic susceptibilities to the same ratio
Pauli susceptibility and the filling factor are compared in F
5. Figure 5~d! is the result of gold nanoparticles prepared
HAuCl4•H2O in place of AgNO3. The electrons contained in
the gold nanoparticles can also be regarded as nearly
within an infinite potential barrier. Therefore the theoretic
framework is similar to silver nanoparticles. The sample w
the critical exponentb50.38 has a large loss of dimensio
in comparison with that ofb50.42, and the reason can b
deduced from the presence of sheetlike powder sample
shown in the TEM pictures. The critical temperature i
creases with the linear relation of the filling factorf, and is
independent of the averaged particle size. Thus the m
striking experimental feature as predicted in Fig. 5 is t
salient increase ofTf with the filling factorf and is confirmed
to exhibit a linear dependence of the critical temperature
the filling factor f, i.e., Tf5c3 f , wherec is equal to 1.133
3104 K.

In conclusion, we have prepared silver and gold nanop
ticles embedded in silicate glasses using the sol-gel met
The susceptibilityx(T) derived from the diffused QSM
~Refs. 4 and 21! can successfully explain the Curie-like b
havior for temperatures aboutTf . The nanoparticles contain
ing an odd number of electrons lead to a Curie-type beha
on account of net unpaired spins. The decrease in the cri
exponentb is characterized as the slight loss of dimensio
ality. The information extracted from the three-dimension
curvesx(T, f ) can provide impressive insight into the qua
tum properties of metallic nanoparticles and evoke atten
to properties of this material which have not been explor

This work was supported by the National Science Coun
of the Republic of China under Contract No. NSC-89-211
M-007-002.
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